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5. Data 

5.1 Data Source 

Our sample consists of all component stocks of the Taiwan Stock Exchange 

Corporation (TSEC) Taiwan 50 Index from December 2002 to June 2006. The TSEC 

Taiwan 50 Index contains the 50 most highly capitalized blue chip stocks and 

represents nearly 70% of the Taiwanese market. The TSEC Taiwan 50 Index is the 

first of its kind designed specifically for derivative products in Taiwan. The TSEC 

Taiwan 50 Index has selection rules of its component stocks, and the index will 

replace its component stocks since they are disqualified according to the rules. There 

were four stocks been replaced during the empirical period and we had made 

adjustment to match up the index selection rules. 

 

All the original financial and accounting data of the sample companies are collected 

from Taiwan Economic Journal Database (TEJ). We use quarterly data to compute 

earnings yield (E/P) and book-to-price (B/P) ratios. Quarterly dividend yield is not 

available because the companies in TSEC Taiwan 50 Index disclose pay-out dividend 

on the annual basis and many of them do not have a regular and stable dividend 

policy. 
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Quarterly E/P ratios are based on the earnings per share (EPS) dividend by stock price 

at the end of every quarter. Book values per share are computed using common 

shareholders equity subtracts preferred stock equity, then divide by common shares 

outstanding subtract treasury stocks at the end of every quarter. During the empirical 

period (December 2002 to June 2006), there are totally 15 quarters and there is no 

missing data in the empirical sample. 

 

To compute intrinsic value to price ratio (V/P), we need to evaluate the intrinsic value 

first. In Model 1, we use the book value of equity, quarterly analysts’ forecast earnings, 

and equity charge to determine the intrinsic value of a company. In Model 2, we use 

additional information of market price, book value of equity and growth rate to 

estimate goodwill of each company. The growth rate is estimated by the arithmetic 

average of monthly stock price growth rates. 

 

5.2 Sample Description 

Table 1 presents summary statistics for quarterly index return and forecasting 

variables. In Panel A, average quarterly return on TSEC Taiwan 50 Index is 3.1 

percent (or 12.4 percent per year). The average B/P, E/P ratios are 0.69 and 0.02 

respectively. We continue to take a look on V/P ratios under Model 1 and 2. It is not 
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surprising that both V/P ratios are larger than B/P and E/P ratios because the intrinsic 

value valuation allows for a consideration of all drivers of value. Both means of V/P 

ratios exceed one. This phenomenon can be explained by the long period of low 

interest rate in Taiwan market. Since the variation of interest rate would affect equity 

charge 1)1(
−

− tf BR  of companies. The long period of low interest rate makes equity 

charge become less significant in the residual income valuation process. Thus, we 

have both means of V/P ratios exceed one. Furthermore, mean of V/P ratio in Model 1 

is significantly larger than that in Model 2 (V/P-M1=3.15, V/P-M2=2.22). Back to 

Model Development, we consider accounting conservatism in Model 2 by estimating 

goodwill of each company. Empirical research suggests that many of our sample 

companies have negative goodwill )0)(( 00 ≤− BP during the empirical period. Both 

B/P and E/P ratios are positively autocorrelated but the degree of autocorrelation 

decrease as time horizon extends. 

 

Panel B presents the correlations among these forecasting variables. V/P and B/P 

ratios are negatively correlated with current TSEC Taiwan 50 Index return while E/P 

ratio is positively correlated with current TSEC Taiwan 50 Index return. We will 

identify the predictive power and credibility of each forecasting variable in the 

following section. All the forecasting variables are highly correlated with others. The 
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correlation between V/P and B/P ratios is high ( 5603.0=ρ  between V/P-M1 and B/P, 

5676.0=ρ  between V/P-M2 and B/P). It is also similar between B/P and E/P ratios 

or V/P and E/P ratios suggesting that we should consider the phenomenon of 

multicollinearity. Figure 1-1 and 1-2 present the moving tracks of B/P and V/P ratios 

under Model 1 and Model 2, respectively. 

 

Since the sum of book value is a primary component in intrinsic value of a company, 

it can affect the volatility of V/P ratios. Intrinsic value V equals the sum of book value 

and future abnormal earnings expectation, and the volatility of V/P ratio is usually 

greater than B/P ratio (σ  of V/P-M1 is 0.51, σ  of V/P-M2 is 0.49, and σ  of B/P 

ratio is 0.13). Similarly, the correlation between V/P and E/P ratios is positive because 

earnings are also part of intrinsic value. 
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Table 1 

Summary statistics for Quarterly Returns and forecasting Variables 

The summary statistics are computed using quarterly data from December 2002 to June 2006. Tai 50 Index is the quarterly 

return of the TSEC Taiwan 50 Index and expressed in true value. V/P-M1 refers to the intrinsic value to price under Model 1. 

V/P-M2 refers to the intrinsic value to price under Model 2. B/P ratio refers to the book-to-price ratio on the TSEC Taiwan 

50 Index. E/P ratio refers to the quarterly earnings yield-to-price ratio on the TSEC Taiwan 50 Index. All are in true values. 

 

Panel A: Statistics for Returns and Forecasting Variables (Dec 2002 to June 2006) 

     Autocorrelation at Lag 

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 3 6 9 12 

Tai 50 Index 0.0310  0.0884  -0.1238  0.2435  -0.1051  0.0114  -0.3038  -0.0715  

V/P-M1 3.1561  0.5125  2.3615  3.9402  0.0730  0.3775  -0.3068  -0.1675  

V/P-M2 2.2212  0.4905  1.4336  2.9976  0.3851  0.0972  0.0826  -0.0593  

B/P ratio 0.6975  0.1312  0.5470  1.0023  0.6614  0.3025  0.0962  0.0565  

E/P ratio 0.0270  0.0084  0.0069  0.0400  0.2765  0.4076  0.0232  0.1790  
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Panel B-1: Correlation among Forecasting Variables and Returns (Dec 2002 to June 2006) 

  Variable Tai 50 Index V/P-M1 B/P ratio E/P ratio   

  Tai 50 Index 1.0000  - - -   

  V/P-M1 -0.3665  1.0000  - -   

  B/P ratio -0.0601  0.5603  1.0000  -   

  E/P ratio 0.0303  0.2894  0.5873  1.0000    

         

Panel B-2: Correlation among Forecasting Variables and Returns (Dec 2002 to June 2006) 

  Variable Tai 50 Index V/P-M2 B/P ratio E/P ratio   

  Tai 50 Index 1.0000  - - -   

  V/P-M2 -0.1733  1.0000  - -   

  B/P ratio -0.0601  0.5676  1.0000  -   

  E/P ratio 0.0303  0.4047  0.5873  1.0000    

 


